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Abstract. In this paper we present the results of the analysis of the late January 2007 Coronal Mass Ejection (CME)
events recorded by the Solar Mass Ejection Imager (SMEI),
the Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO), and
the SOlar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) spacecraft.
This period occurs when the two STEREO spacecraft views
are from close to Earth, and thus the views from both SMEI
and the STEREO outer Heliospheric Imagers (HI-2s) coincide. Three-dimensional (3-D) analyses derived from SMEI
data show many CMEs that have also been studied by others using short-term image subtractions (image-differencing
techniques). During this interval we map several CME structures that are observed in both SMEI and the STEREO-A HI
instruments. SMEI brightness analyses provided by shortterm image subtractions (“difference images”) and, alternatively, subtractions of a mean-brightness fit over a long-time
duration, both show the extents of the CMEs travelling outward above the East limb that erupted from the Sun on 24
and 25 January 2007. The SMEI 3-D-reconstructions not
only enhance distinct features within the CME events, but
also reconcile difference-imaging results with those where a
long-term base has been removed. In the January 2007 example the structure as mapped by CME difference images traces
the sharp intensity gradients at the front of the CMEs; generally brighter ejected material follows behind the location
of the CME front, but shows poorly in these because of its
larger angular extent. Using the long-duration background
removal enables SMEI’s 3-D analysis to determine a mass
for this CME sequence North of the ecliptic.
Keywords. Interplanetary physics (Flare and stream dynamics; Interplanetary shocks) – Solar physics, astrophysics, and
astronomy (Flares and mass ejections)
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Introduction

In this article we use the 24–25 January 2007 coronal mass
ejection (CME) event sequence to highlight observations
and three-dimensional (3-D) results obtained from the Solar Mass Ejection Imager (SMEI) (Eyles et al., 2003; Jackson et al., 2004). The SMEI instrument is well into its
sixth year, recording 0.1% photometric-quality data covering nearly the entire sky each 102-min orbit. SMEI direct
white-light images are available at the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) from early February 2003 to the
present on the Website: http://smei.ucsd.edu/. In addition,
this Website includes higher-level products from SMEI 3-Dreconstructed volumetric data such as ecliptic and meridional
cuts, remote observer views, and Sun-centred fisheye and
Hammer-Aitoff projections. The “broad brush” approach
to the volumetric analyses provided on the UCSD Website
shows both CMEs and corotating structures in 3-D, and provides animations and individual images of CMEs that have
been studied by others using image-differencing techniques.
Data from SMEI are of particular interest now that the Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO) spacecraft
(Kaiser et al., 2008) are launched and returning data. Starting
with Carrington rotation (CR) 2054 in April 2007, the Website includes the location of the twin STEREO spacecraft in
ecliptic cuts of the higher-resolution reconstruction analyses.
SMEI sky maps are produced from a composite of 4-s exposure 3◦ ×60◦ images from each of the three cameras on
board the Coriolis spacecraft (see Fig. 1). The sky maps
provide Thomson-scattering data with minimal stray light as
close as 20◦ elongation to the Sun and as distant from it as
180◦ . Camera outages occur in SMEI camera 3 (the camera
closest to the Sun) when a shutter closes so that the CCD
camera is not saturated by sunlight. All cameras fail to obtain data when the moon is in or within a few degrees of their
field of view and when a few bright planets saturate the camera response.
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(a)

original 0.1% photometric specification over most of the sky
(Buffington et al., 2006, 2007, 2009).
Additional data analysis problems have arisen from background noise because of high-energy particle hits at the
840 km orbital altitude of SMEI, especially when passing
through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA), and the presence of high-altitude aurora light signals unexpected at this
high altitude (Mizuno et al., 2005). The UCSD analysis provides a technique for cleaning high-energy particle hits and
aurorae by comparing the redundant images that occur at a
given sky location, by recognizing times when high-energy
particles hit covered (dark current) CCD pixels, and by orbital timing (see Buffington et al., 2007; Hick et al., 2007;
and Jackson et al., 2006, 2008).
The primary focus of the UCSD analyses has been threedimensional (3-D) reconstructions and modelled 2-D images
from selected time periods (e.g., Jackson et al., 2004, 2006,
2008; Webb et al., 2009a). However, the SMEI team also
produces significant scientific results directly from the 2-D
sky map orbit differences (e.g., Tappin et al., 2004; Reiner
et al., 2005; Tappin, 2006; Webb et al., 2006, 2009b; Tappin
and Howard, 2009).

(b)
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observations of CMEs from the Sun to Earth. The field of
view from the SECCHI Heliospheric Imagers (HIs) (Eyles et
al., 2009) is limited in latitude; SMEI has an all-sky imagTo reduce long-term brightness variations in SMEI data, a
ing capability outward from 20◦ elongation. Here as an exzodiacal-light model has been derived from these data (Hick
ample, we show a comparison of image differencing techet al., 2005; Buffington et al., 2009) and removed from them.
niques for a specific CME event sequence that erupted from
The data are then fitted at each chosen sidereal location with
the solar East limb on 24 and 25 January 2007. At this time
a long-term Gaussian filter that provides a temporal base with
close to the launch of the twin STEREO spacecraft in Octoa time constant of several hundred orbits (about 2 weeks).
ber 2006, the perspective views from SMEI and STEREO
The selected sidereal locations are free of known bright stars,
are the approximately the same, and both SMEI and HIand have high-energy particle hits and auroral light edited
A image differencing techniques have been shown to proand removed from the time series. For more information
vide approximately the same location and morphology of this
about this procedure see Jackson et al. (2008).
CME sequence in the ecliptic plane from both instruments as
it moves outward from the Sun (e.g., Webb et al., 2009a).
We have overcome several SMEI data-analysis problems
These CMEs were also viewed and measured nearer the soincluding an unexpectedly hot camera 3. For this, by employ15 by the Large Angle Spectrographic Coronagraphs
lar surface
ing a processing procedure whereby a dark-current pattern
(LASCO) (Brueckner et al., 1995) on board the SOlar and
updated every orbit is subtracted from the original 3◦ ×60◦
Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) spacecraft (Domingo et
image data, most of the 0.1% photometric specification can
al., 1995) nearer the solar surface.
be recovered. This procedure has led to a pronounced enhancement in the quality of SMEI sky maps near the Sun,
As in many CME-event sequences, because of data outand this is important in the current context since it allows
ages and incomplete coverage in both the SMEI and HI inviewing as near as possible to the Sun, and hence structures
strumentation, it is difficult to discern the true extent of the
that move outward from the solar limbs and even away from
CME sequence and to connect the portions of it in position
the Earth. For the other two cameras, SMEI performs to its
angle (PA) that progress outward across the sky. In earlier
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taking an r-2 fall-off in the density into account. The areas to the left in each image where
studies of the 24–25 January 2007 CME event sequence (e.g.,
of this process has shown that the final iterated values are
fewer than 10 lines of sight cross are left blank as on the UCSD Website at
insensitive to the starting values on the source surface.
Webb et al., 2009a) only piecemeal portions of the events are
shown as they
move outward from the a)
Sun
and/or cut
the elonhttp://smei.ucsd.edu/.
Ecliptic
showing theThis
Earth
orbit ashasanbeen
ellipse.
b) analyse
Meridional
technique
used to
CME-associated
gation of the events mapped on direct images do not match
structures using interplanetary scintillation (IPS) and SMEI
cut showing the Earth and its orbit as a horizontal line terminating at the Earth.
well with measurements of them where a long duration base
Thomson-scattering observations (e.g., Jackson and Hick,
has been subtracted from the brightness data in UCSD 3-D
2005). Different Gaussian filters are used for the two data
reconstructions. In this paper for the first time we provide
sets of SMEI and IPS that limit the size of structures obdifference images of this event sequence from the UCSD 3served to a larger volumetric shape than the digital resolution
D reconstructions in order to provide measurements of the
(see Jackson and Hick, 2005; Jackson et al., 2006).
fronts of the CMEs as determined using direct image differIn addition to the SMEI-observed time-varying signal, the
encing techniques. We also show how the SMEI measurereconstruction includes an unchanging background compoments of 3-D CME mass obtained by removing a long-term
nent. This is estimated by relating model densities to in-situ
temporal base from the brightness data compare with values
measurements near Earth. An average in-situ measurement
of mass obtained for this CME event sequence using LASCO
of the solar wind density determines the average background
C3 coronagraph observations.
brightness while the variable in-situ component is related to
the heliospheric brightness change. SMEI has now been calibrated (Buffington et al., 2007) to ∼4% absolute for all three
3 The UCSD 3-D-reconstruction technique
of its cameras. The heliospheric model produced by SMEI
matches Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) (Stone et
The UCSD 3-D-reconstruction technique with our standard
al., 1998) and Wind (Ogilvie and Desch, 1997) proton denkinematic model has been used to determine global 3-D density data well (e.g., Jackson et al., 2007; 2008; Bisi et al.,
sities and velocities in the inner heliosphere using a time2008). To match spacecraft proton density, the UCSD model
dependent model since 1999 (Jackson et al., 2001). Given the
comparisons include not only the calibration of the SMEI
velocity and density of an inner boundary (the “source surbrightness observations, but also an assumption that the heface”), a 3-D-solar-wind model best fitting the observations
liosphere has a 10% Helium abundance thus providing 20%
is calculated, assuming radial outflow and enforcing consermore electrons in the heliosphere from proton abundance
alone. Successful comparison of 3-D-reconstructions and invation of mass and mass flux (Jackson et al., 1998). Best fit
16
is achieved iteratively. If the line-of-sight integrations of 3-D
situ measurements to within ∼5% of the proton number densolar wind at large solar distances do not match the overall
sity (NP ) for the 28 May 2003 CME (Jackson et al., 2008)
observations, the source-surface values are modified and the
and 4–8 November 2004 CME event sequences (Bisi et al.,
deviations reduced to a desired small value. Extensive study
2008) confirms that SMEI brightness is calibrated correctly
www.ann-geophys.net/27/4097/2009/
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observations for the CMEs mapped from near the surface of the Sun to
techniques. In the 3-D-reconstruction analyses these are shown to be part of the same large loop structure that has not advanced to as large
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as it has to the
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beyond
90ºNorth
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Some
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measured in both HI-1A and SMEI. Pertinent here are the structures SMEI E2 PA= 98°,
and that SMEI obtains the proper density using these 3-D
In a recent article Webb et al. (2009a) show elongationSMEI The
E3 SMEI
PA=5°,
and SMEI
PA=30°,
effectively
measured
usingsequence
SMEI (Fig. 3),
reconstructions.
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the which
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plots of
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3-D data analyses using
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the SMEI
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In the 3D-reconstruction
analyses
these are
to and
be part
electron to proton densities in order to better match the inner Heliospheric Imager (HI-1) and HI-2 difference image
the same
largebyloop
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largestructures
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to the direct
solar different
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measured
spacecraft.
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images from the STEREO HIs and SMEI to the West and
North as it has to the solar East.
North that reach 90◦ elongation and beyond. For details of
how the SMEI difference imaging is accomplished, used in
4 Comparison of remote-sensing images and 3-Dthese earlier analyses, and in further applications see Kuchar
reconstructions: SMEI and STEREO
et al. (2008). The long-term analyses from the SMEI data
Difference images from SMEI and from the STEREO HI-2A
cleaned of auroral light and high-energy particle hits and fit
instrument (Howard et al., 2008; Eyles et al., 2009) generusing the UCSD solar wind 3-D-reconstruction analysis really look different and show different structures from those in
veals these structures to be large loops, consistent with their
SMEI where a long-term temporal base averaged from weeks
shapes indicated by the various modelling techniques deof data has been subtracted. For SMEI, the long-term temscribed in Webb et al. (2009a).
poral base subtraction requires strict maintenance of straylight levels and careful removal of background sources of
The difference between using an image with a long-term
light such as the zodiacal light and stars. This allows the
base subtracted and one where difference images are used is
changing CME brightness above a mean level to be deterdemonstrated in Fig. 4. Figure 4 shows 3-D-reconstructed
mined. Thus these brightness measurements can be directly
fisheye images of the sequence of CMEs during late January
related to bulk density above the ambient solar wind density
2007. To the North, these loop events are well-defined, but
that itself can be accurately modelled by comparison with into the South they overlap and coalesce where their images
situ measurements (Jackson et al., 2001, 2008; Jackson and
are further complicated by light from the dust and plasma
Hick, 2005). This allows display of the volumes in terms of
of Comet McNaught (C/2006 P1). By differencing 3-Dbulk density, and these are shown on the UCSD Website as
reconstructed volumes 12 h apart, we show in Fig. 4b and
17 that the
ecliptic or meridional cuts of the volumes as shown in Fig. 2
d that the fronts of the CMEs are enhanced, and
locations of these fronts are more-closely related to SMEI
for the 24–25 January 2007 CME event sequence.
Ann. Geophys., 27, 4097–4104, 2009
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the loop fronts of (a) and (c). In particular, the loop front at 90º elongation
to the North from
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The excess mass to the North of 2.1×1016 g (see Fig. 5)
observed by SMEI compares favourably with the excess
mass derived from the LASCO C3 coronagraph on board the
SOHO spacecraft. The plane of the sky mass derived from
LASCO C3 coronagraph as given in Webb et al. (2009a)
for the two events totals 2.0×1016 g excess mass. Since
the SMEI analysis reconstructs considerable mass for these
events that is distant from the coronagraph sky plane, this
sky-plane mass estimate must be adjusted considerably (e.g.,
see Jackson et al., 2008), and is most likely to increase by a
factor of at least 1.5. Thus, the northern portion of this CME
excess mass measured in SMEI is certainly consistent with
its being a portion of the excess mass observed in LASCO.
Lugaz et al. (2008) argue that this same event sequence is additionally influenced in the ecliptic by corotating structures
that contribute to the brightness differences observed in the
HI-2A instrument. Indeed a portion of the mass observed
in the SMEI analyses on 27 January in Fig. 5 could be attributed to corotating solar wind features, However, we note
that very little of the bulk of mass is observed to corotate in
our ecliptic-cut analysis of this event even though the 3-Dreconstruction analysis can (and often does) show corotation
Fig. 5. Estimates of 3-D mass for the composite CME structure to
of the
ecliptic
stimates of 3D mass for the composite CME structure to the north
in these
ecliptic
cuts.
the north of the ecliptic for the 24–25 January 2007 CME sequence
These
SMEI
analyses
on
27
January
2007
at
12:00
UT.
Earth
is
shown
as
the
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dot,
5 January 2007 CME sequence on 27 January 2007 at 12UT. Earth is shown as can be used to estimate a kinetic enon its orbit mapped as a purple ellipse. The volumetric material
ergy for the CME outward flow. Because no IPS velocity
within
the 15 Nas
contourellipse.
interval isThe
approximated
by cubes
p cm
datawithin
are available
for the time period covered by these reconon its orbit
mapped
a −3
purple
volumetric
material
the 15
and summed (shown in green) to obtain the result. The values of
structions, as in the case of the events measured by Jackson
excess,
total, and ambientby
mass,
and the
volume
highlighted
are in et
to 2008),
obtainkinetic energy for this event is estimated
tour interval
is approximated
cubes
and
summed
(shown
green)
al. (2006,
shown in the figure caption. Portions of pre-existing heliospheric
by assuming a constant velocity for the whole of the CME
not connected
CME structure
appear
to
The valuesmaterial
of excess,
total,with
andtheambient
mass,
andin yellow
the volume
highlighted are
structure. We generally assume a velocity of the material
the Northeast. Other non-associated material to the South and West
near
1 AU
of 400 km s−1 (the ambient mean for solar wind
e figure caption.
Portions
pre-existing
heliospheric
not
connected
of the Sun-Earth
line hasof
been
removed for clarity
of viewing. material
velocity structure). This velocity implies a 1/2 mv2 kinetic
31 erg associated with the total mass outenergy material
of 2.2×10to
E structure appear in yellow to the Northeast. Other non-associated
events, and also a consistency check to ensure that the CME
ward flow for the northern part of this event sequence. Since
d West of material
the Sun-Earth
has been
for clarity
of viewing.
observedline
by SMEI
agreesremoved
with measurements
from
no attempt was made to determine CME mass to the South
other instruments. For the 24 and 25 January 2007 event
of the ecliptic plane for this event because of the uncertain
sequence, the SMEI 3-D analysis measures several CMEs
dust contribution from comet McNaught, we likewise do not
propagating outward that are difficult to separate in 2-D imestimate the energy associated with this portion of the CME.
ages or 3-D volumes. To the North of the ecliptic, the total
mass is a composite of CME material within a 15 NP cm−3
contour level and is 2.8×1016 g. We have chosen this contour
6 Conclusions
level such that the composite CME to the North is separated
from other structure. Differentiation of this northern strucMany of these SMEI analyses shown in this paper can be
ture into individual event components is possible, but only by
found on the UCSD Website at: http://smei.ucsd.edu/ for
the entire six plus years of SMEI data. These include reselecting a higher contour level to further isolate event features. If this is done, the material below the higher contour
sults from 3-D-reconstructed volumetric data such as ecliplevel does not include intervening (supposedly merged) matic and meridional cuts, remote-observer views, and Sunterial from the separate CMEs. The volume enclosed by this
centred fisheye and Hammer-Aitoff projections. In this paevent sequence to the North within the 15 NP cm−3 contour
per we have presented observations and analyses of SMEI,
level is ∼0.10 AU3 at 12:00 UT 27 January 2007. Within this
STEREO and LASCO data from the 24–25 January 2007
contour level the modelled ambient mass (7.0×1015 g) of the
CME sequence. During this period, the STEREO spacesolar wind comprises about 25% of the total CME mass. No
craft views are aligned approximately with those from SMEI.
attempt to estimate mass to the South of the ecliptic plane
Using difference images, several CME structures that have
was made because of the uncertainty in the background conbeen mapped outward in Webb et al. (2009a) coincide in
tribution of dust from comet McNaught.
both the HI-2A and SMEI observations, but in this analysis
Ann. Geophys., 27, 4097–4104, 2009
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the elongation-time plots of Fig. 3 show structures that are
mapped primarily as differently-directed separate entities. In
the SMEI 3-D reconstructions shown in Sect. 4, structure
locations are determined either by short-term 12-h subtractions, or by subtracting a mean brightness fit over a long-time
duration. SMEI 3-D reconstructions show the CMEs as giant loop-like structures that extend from the North of the Sun
and far to the South. This is consistent with model results
from Lugaz et al. (2008), HAF-model estimates (Hakamada
and Akasofu, 1982; Fry et al., 2001, 2003), and ENLILmodel simulations (e.g., Odstrcil et al., 2003) shown in Webb
et al. (2009a), all of which show a similar loop-like structure for the CME response. We show in this case that the
structures mapped by difference images primarily follow the
sharp intensity gradients at the front of the CMEs, something
not evident in the reconstructed images that are not differenced. This agrees with the short-term difference images
obtained from SMEI towards the solar North used to provide elongation-time plots in Webb et al. (2009a). Since we
have measurements relative to a long term base from our calibrated SMEI analysis we are able to determine estimates of
the 3-D total and excess mass for this CME sequence in the
North heliospheric hemisphere. With the caveat that we have
defined the volumetric material for the CMEs to exist within
a 15 NP cm−3 contour interval, we find values of 2.1×1016 g
and 2.8×1016 g for excess and total CME mass respectively
for this CME event sequence to the North. The excess mass
determined for the CME sequence agrees roughly with that
measured using LASCO C3 difference images for this event.
The total CME mass and an estimate of the outward motion
of the CME give a kinetic energy associated with the CME
sequence to the North of 2.2×1031 erg.
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